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As Jean-Pascal van Ypersele, Vice-Chair of the IPCC 1, and one
of Belgium’s leading climate experts, points out, “developed countries are responsible for the majority of global warming, but it is
developing countries that are most affected by it and have the
least means to adapt to it. That is the fundamental injustice of
climate change”2.
Global warming is caused by the excessive accumulation of greenhouse gases, or GHGs (mainly CO2, but also other gases, such
as methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O)), in the atmosphere
following the widespread use of fossil fuels since the industrial
revolution. Historically, around 80% of these accumulated emissions have originated in industrialised countries, and in 2004, these
countries still accounted for 46% of greenhouse gas emissions,
although they represented just 20% of the world’s population 3.
In this sense, the industrialised countries of the North owe a
“climate debt” to the developing countries of the South. This
debt is even greater given that the countries of the South already
suffer the devastating effects of global warming more severely
than the countries of the North, a trend that is set to increase
further over the coming years. According to the World Bank,
between 75% and 80% of the damage caused by climate change
will be suffered by the countries of the South 4.
In terms of geography, it is highly likely that countries situated in
the tropics will suffer disproportionately from phenomena such as
the growing scarcity of fresh-water sources, reduced agricultural
yields and the expansion of the areas of prevalence of diseases
such as malaria 5.
Economically, poorer countries are also less resilient and more
vulnerable to global warming. The primary economic sectors
(agriculture and fishing), which account for a much greater proportion of total wealth and employment in these countries than in
industrialised countries, are affected by global warming more
directly than secondary and tertiary sectors. The purchasing
power of the inhabitants of these countries is hit harder by rising
food prices. Public authorities (the government and local entities)

the industrialised countries
of the North owe a “climate debt”
to the developing countries of the South.

are generally weaker and therefore less able to organise aid
following extreme meteorological events, which occur more
frequently as a result of global warming, and are more helpless to
tackle the many ways in which local people’s lives need to adapt
to the changing meteorological and agricultural situation 6.
This double North-South injustice (in terms of both cause and
effect) is an integral part of the debate on global warming.
According to the preamble of the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) 7, which was adopted
at the Rio de Janeiro Earth Summit in 1992, “the global nature of
climate change calls for the widest possible cooperation by all
countries and their participation in an effective and appropriate
international response, in accordance with their common but
differentiated responsibilities and respective capabilities and
their social and economic conditions”.
The issue of climate finance, in terms of the North’s financial
contribution to the efforts to mitigate the concentration of GHGs
in the atmosphere and to adapt to the consequences of global
warming in the countries of the South, is one of the four broad
areas 8 of the response to this fundamental injustice, and is the
subject of this study.
Firstly, we will deal with the matter of calculating the financing
needed by the countries of the South for mitigation and adaptation.
We will then discuss how the understanding of this issue has
evolved within the context of international negotiations, from the
Framework Convention of 1992 to the preparatory work for “COP
17” (the 17th Conference of the Parties to the UNFCCC), scheduled to be held in Durban in November-December 2011.

Finally, we will take a look at the goals of the international negotiations under way and still to come on the subject of climate
finance, in terms of both its institutional architecture and the
various avenues for mobilising the necessary resources.

1/ Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
2/ J.-P. Van Ypersele, Les changements climatiques et la politique belge de
coopération au développement : défis et opportunités (Climate change and
Belgium’s policy of development cooperation: challenges and opportunities),
June 2008, p.9, http://diplomatie.belgium.be/fr/binaries/RapportClimat_
vanYpersele_tcm313-67482.pdf
3/ V. Rigot & N. Van Nuffel, 11.11.11 pour le climat (11.11.11 for the
climate), National Centre for Development Cooperation (CNCD-11.11.11),
November 2010, p. 7 and 8, http://www.cncd.be/IMG/pdf/Etude_climat.pdf,
citing the figures for 2004 set out in the 2007 IPCC report, Changements
climatiques 2007. Rapport de synthèse (Climate change 2007. Summary
report), under the direction of R. K. Pachauri, Chair of the IPCC, available at
http://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar4/syr/ar4_syr_fr.pdf
4/ World Bank, World Development Report 2010. Development and Climate
change, http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTWDR2010/Resources/
5287678-1226014527953/WDR10-Full-Text.pdf, cited by M. Worth & T.
Jones, “Climate loan sharks. How the UK is making developing countries
pay twice for climate change”, World Development Movement and Jubilee
Debt Campaign, June 2011, p. 18,
http://www.wdm.org.uk/sites/default/files/Climate%20Loan%20Sharks%2
0FINAL%20web%20copy.pdf; see also P. Ozer, L’impact des changements
climatiques dans les pays en développement (The impact of climate change
in developing countries), in Refonder les politiques de développement. Les
relations Nord-Sud dans un monde multipolaire (Restructuring development
policies. North-South relations in a multi-polar world), under the direction of
A. Zacharie, Editions Au bord de l’eau, March 2010
5/ V. Rigot & N. Van Nuffel, op.cit., pages 4 and 5
6/ V. Rigot & N. Van Nuffel, op.cit., pages 15 and 16

The next part of the study will analyse the forms of climate finance
currently practised. More specifically, we will examine the estimated sums actually disbursed, committed or pledged, including
Belgium’s contribution, and the many channels through which
these sums are granted and received (climate funds).

7/ Available at http://unfccc.int/resource/docs/convkp/convfr.pdf
8/ The four broad areas defined at the Bali Conference in 2007 are:
mitigation of global warming, adaptation to climate change, the transfer
of appropriate technologies, and ensuring the availability of the means
necessary for the first three areas.
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2/ the cost for the South

The necessary starting point for any reflection on climate finance
is, by definition, an assessment of needs. Before discussing the
different estimated figures mentioned in the literature on the
topic, we must clarify a number of points.
First of all, it is important to remember that there are two distinct
objectives to be financed: mitigation and adaptation.
Mitigation needs depend, above all, on the targets set in terms of
reducing emissions (or, more specifically, on the level of concentration of GHGs in the atmosphere, which also enables us to take
account of “carbon sinks”, the forests and other natural forces
that help to offset emissions of carbon by removing it from the
atmosphere).
These targets are, in turn, the result of the general objective to
limit the increase in the average global temperature. The last
stage involves distributing the effort to mitigate emissions
between developed countries and developing countries. All countries must contribute to reducing global emissions in accordance
with the principle of common but differentiated responsibility.

We should point out that the objective of limiting the emissions
of the countries of the South does not necessarily contradict
the principle of the historic responsibility of developed countries,
provided that these efforts are fairly financed by industrialised
countries. This objective also makes sense, considering that, in
terms of current annual emissions (rather than GHGs accumulated
in the past), developing countries already account for more than
half of global emissions. Finally, the introduction of low-carbon
technologies in developing countries may turn out to be a positive
driver of development for such nations.
For the purposes of this document, we will use the “official”
scenario of a temperature increase of no more than 2° Celsius,
which should correspond to a concentration of 450 ppm of CO2
(and other GHGs) in 2020 9. We should point out that this scenario is extremely optimistic, since it depends in particular on
reduced emissions in industrialised countries becoming a reality
in the future.
Adaptation needs are also dependent on the future evolution of
GHG concentrations in the atmosphere and of temperature
levels: the effects of a temperature increase of 4° Celsius would
be far worse than those of a 2° increase 10.

TABLE 1

ESTIMATES OF ANNUAL MITIGATION
AND ADAPTATION COSTS FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES (figures in billions of dollars)
2015
Mitigation

Adaptation

Total invest.
Marginal invest.

Marginal cost

2020
Mitigation

2030
Mitigation

Adaptation

130
(WEO 2010)
290 (P. Catalyst 2010)
63-300 (WDR 2010)

265-565
(WDR 2010)

15-100
(WDR 2010)

60 (P. Catalyst 2010)

140-175 (WDR 2010)

Adaptation

400
(WEO 2010)
4-105
(WDR 2010)

One of the most important details is the definition of the needs to
be financed. We usually talk about three types of definitions 11,
which are summarised below.
1/ Total investment represents the total cost of financing, for
example, new low-carbon power stations (particularly wind- or
solar-powered ones). These figures are in the trillions of dollars,
but are rarely mentioned when discussing climate finance, since
they do not take into account the fact that, even without any
effort to reduce emissions, the finance needs of energy infrastructure are, by definition, colossal (the global cost of renewing
aging power stations and meeting growing demand between
2010 and 2035 will total some 33 trillion dollars 12).
2/ Marginal investment represents the difference, for example,
between the cost of building a coal-fired power station (which
would be very high in emissions) and the cost of building a lowemission power station. In this case, the figures involved are
considerably lower, because they represent only the additional
cost directly linked to the mitigation effort.
3/ Marginal cost. This scenario takes into account not only the
initial cost of building the power stations, but, more generally, the
entire financial flows linked to the power station over its lifetime.
Thus, it is possible to take into consideration the sometimes huge
savings that “low-carbon” investments can help to make in terms
of operating costs. However, we must bear in mind that there
is a temptation to blithely attribute negative marginal costs to
“low-carbon” investments (which will therefore be lower than
comparable “conventional” investment costs). In most cases,
and particularly in developing countries, simply predicting a substantial future saving (based on inherently arbitrary predictions
related to the future evolution of energy prices) is insufficient
grounds for making “low-carbon” investments, which are initially
more expensive, instead of “conventional” investments.
In light of the above, Table 1, below, based on the work of Sterk,
Luhmann and Mersmann 13, provides a summary of three of the
most recent and most studied estimates: the 2010 edition of the

International Energy Agency’s “World Energy Outlook” (WEO
2010 in the table), the 2010 edition of the World Bank’s “World
Development Report” (WDR 2010 in the table), and the 2010
estimates of Project Catalyst 14, a network of experts funded by
private foundations from the US.
In Copenhagen, the parties committed to providing climate
finance (to cover both mitigation and adaptation needs) of 30
billion dollars between 2010 and 2012 (commonly known as “faststart finance”). This short-term mechanism was to be a precursor
to the creation of structural funds, which would mobilise 100 billion
dollars per year starting in 2020 15. An analysis of Table clearly
shows that this commitment, which was reiterated in Cancún (see
below), represents a political compromise rather than a scientific
calculation: it is obviously based on the most optimistic estimates
of the cost for the South of combating climate change.

9/ M. Njie & B. Müller, Climate financing for developing countries. A postCopenhagen synopsis, European Capacity Building initiative, June 2010, p. 3,
http://pubs.iied.org/pdfs/G03020.pdf; Y. Glemarec, Catalysing climate finance.
A guidebook on policy and financing options to support green, low-emission
and climate-resilient Development, UNDP, 2011, p. 8, http://www.undp.org/
climatestrategies/docs/lecrds/catalysing_climate_finance.pdf
10/ For an extremely detailed analysis of the estimated cost of adaptation
efforts, see M. Parry, N. Arnell, P. Berry, D. Dodman et al., Assessing the
costs of adaptation to climate change. A review of the UNFCCC and other
recent estimates, IIED, August 2009, http://pubs.iied.org/pdfs/11501IIED.pdf
11/ W. Sterk, H.-J. Luhmann, F. Mersmann, How much is 100 billion US
dollars? Climate finance between adequacy and creative accounting, Friedrich
Ebert Stiftung, June 2011, p. 7, http://library.fes.de/pdf-files/iez/08158.pdf;
T. Van Melle, N. Höhne, M. Ward, International climate financing. From
Cancún to a 2°C stabilisation pathway, ECOFYS, 4 February 2011,
http://www.ecofys.nl/com/publications/documents/Climate_financing_after_
Cancùn_20110204.pdf
12/ W. Sterk, H.-J. Luhmann, F. Mersmann, op.cit., p. 7
13/ Ibid., p.9
14/ http://www.project-catalyst.info/
15/ The issue of whether these figures refer to total investment, marginal
investment or marginal costs is a controversial one. See T. Van Melle,
N. Höhne, M. Ward, op.cit., p. 5.
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3/ the evolution of climate finance throughout
the history of international negotiations

The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC) was adopted at the Earth Summit held in Rio de
Janeiro in 1992. The principle of common but differentiated responsibilities (see above) is enshrined not only in the preamble,
but also in article 3 of the Framework Convention’s provisions.
More specifically, article 4, paragraph 3, stipulates, with regard to
climate finance, that “The developed country Parties (…) shall
provide new and additional financial resources to meet the
agreed full costs incurred by developing country Parties in complying with their obligations (…). They shall also provide such
financial resources, including for the transfer of technology,
needed by the developing country Parties to meet the agreed full
incremental costs of implementing measures that are covered
by paragraph 1 of this Article and that are agreed between a
developing country Party and the international entity or entities
referred to in Article 11, in accordance with that Article. The
implementation of these commitments shall take into account
the need for adequacy and predictability in the flow of funds
and the importance of appropriate burden sharing among the
developed country Parties.”16
In a way, this provision sets out the terms of the debate on climate
finance for the following 20 years: the financial flows must originate
from developed countries and be directed at developing countries,
these resources must be “new and additional”, adequate and
predictable, and they must meet the “full incremental costs”.
The same article also mentions the financing of adaptation
efforts: “The developed country Parties and other developed
Parties (…) shall also assist the developing country Parties that
are particularly vulnerable to the adverse effects of climate
change in meeting costs of adaptation to those adverse effects”.
Article 7 creates the “Conference of the Parties” (COP), which
it assigns to “mobilise the financial resources” necessary.
This Conference of the Parties (which is simply the annual
meeting of the States which are Parties to the Convention), which
is made up of a majority of developing countries, has authority
over the “financial mechanism” provided for by article 11:

“1/ A mechanism for the provision of financial resources on a
grant or concessional basis, including for the transfer of technology, is hereby defined. It shall function under the guidance of and
be accountable to the Conference of the Parties, which shall
decide on its policies, programme priorities and eligibility criteria
related to this Convention. Its operation shall be entrusted to one
or more existing international entities.
2/ The financial mechanism shall have an equitable and balanced
representation of all Parties within a transparent system of
governance (…)”.
As far as principles and rights are concerned, then, everything
seems perfectly clear: rich countries must bear the cost of all
climate finance for the benefit of developing countries, within the
framework of a financial mechanism placed under the authority of
the Conference of the Parties to the UNFCCC.
The problem is that the developed countries’ commitment has
not been quantified, and is therefore somewhat abstract.
Furthermore, the expression “agreed costs” seems to refer to
an additional stage of negotiation intended to precisely define the
financial sums in question, which offers developed countries an
easy way out.
As regards the “financial mechanism”, its apparent subjection to
the Conference of the Parties conceals two flaws: another
“entity” is supposed to be in charge of its operation, and the last
paragraph of article 11 allows parallel climate finance, external to
the financial mechanism of the UNFCCC (“The developed
country Parties may also provide, and developing country
Parties avail themselves of, financial resources related to the
implementation of the Convention through bilateral, regional and
other multilateral channels.”).
In 1994, the year the UNFCCC came into force, the Global
Environment Facility (GEF), which was initially simply a World
Bank pilot fund, was assigned to operate, “on an interim basis,
the financial mechanism of the UNFCCC”17. This was made
possible thanks to a sweeping reform of the GEF’s governance,
in order to respond to the criticisms of developing countries. The

Council of the GEF, one of its most important bodies, no longer
took decisions based on the World Bank model (one dollar, one
vote), but on the basis of a double weighted majority (60% of the
Party States and 60% of the total contributions) 18.
The Kyoto Protocol was signed in 1997. The three “flexibility
mechanisms” (relating to emissions trading, clean development
and joint implementation) provided for in the Protocol laid the
foundations for an international emissions trading market (or
carbon market). The Kyoto Protocol also set forth the principle
of using a share of the proceeds of “clean development mechanism” project activities (see below) to finance adaptation efforts
in developing countries, thereby creating the basis for the
Adaptation Fund (AF), although this would not become fully operational until several years later.
In 2001, the Conference of the Parties set up two new funds: the
Special Climate Change Fund (SCCF) and the Least Developed
Countries Fund (LDCF), whose operation was entrusted to the
GEF.

by developed countries on climate finance: 30 billion dollars of
“new and additional” finance for the 2010 to 2012 period (“faststart finance”), increased to 100 billion dollars per year as of
2020, originating “from a wide variety of sources, public and
private, bilateral and multilateral, including alternative sources”. A
“Copenhagen Green Climate Fund” was to be responsible for “a
significant share” of these new funds.
The following year, at the Cancún summit, the quantified commitments of Copenhagen were reiterated, within a genuinely multilateral framework, and the work involved in designing the new
Green Climate Fund (GCF) progressed.
The current period, 2011-2012, is therefore a crucial phase in the
development of climate finance. Twenty years after the Rio Earth
Summit, it is now possible for the first time to get an idea of the
figures involved in climate finance operations. More than a year
after the first quantified commitments (30 billion – 100 billion)
from developed countries, we can begin to check specifically how
they are being applied. Finally, the institutional architecture of
climate finance has entered a rebuilding phase.

The Kyoto Protocol eventually came into force in 2005. That
same year, at the Gleneagles summit, the G8 asked the World
Bank and other multilateral development banks to step up their
action on climate change and energy 19.
In 2007, the documents adopted by the 13th Conference of the
Parties in Bali seemed to reignite the debate on climate finance
and make headway with regard to making the AF fully operational.
In 2008, the AF, including its innovative finance mechanisms,
finally became fully operational. The World Bank created two new
funds specifically dedicated to the climate (the Climate
Investment Funds, or CIFs: the Clean Technology Fund (CTF) and
the Strategic Climate Fund (SCF), which in turn are subdivided
into a number of sub-funds, “facilities” and other programmes 20.
The 2009 Copenhagen summit led to a very disappointing
outcome in terms of binding commitments to reduce emissions,
but this failure was supposedly offset by a quantified commitment

16/ The bold text was added by the author.
17/ Article 6 of the Instrument for the establishment of the restructured global
environment facility (by-laws of the GEF), http://www.thegef.org/gef/sites/
thegef.org/files/publication/Instrument-March08-French.pdf
18/ G. Porter, N. Bird and L. Peskett, New finance for climate change and
the environment, WWF and Heirich Böll Stiftung, July 2008, p. 13,
http://www.boell.org/downloads/FINAL_BoellWWFUS_ClimateFinance_Report.pdf
19/ See S. Nakhooda, Correcting the world’s greatest market failure: climate change and the multilateral development banks, World Resources
Institute, June 2008, p. 2, http://pdf.wri.org/correcting_the_worlds_greatest_market_failure.pdf
20/ See http://www.climateinvestmentfunds.org/cif/
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4/ the practice of climate finance

A/ THE FIGURES
The first question has to do with figures: how much money has
been pledged for climate finance, how much money has actually
been committed and how much has really been spent?
In actual fact, it is extremely difficult to answer these questions,
despite the fact that they are obviously central to the debate.
There are many difficulties involved: in addition to the difference
between pledges, commitments and actual disbursements,
another source of complication is the distinction between the
sums that are donated and those that are provided as part of
loans or guarantees. In this sense, calculating climate finance
resembles the thorny issue of calculating official development
assistance (ODA) efforts with a view to reaching the target of
0.7% of GNI, the only difference being that for climate finance,
there is no organisation similar to the OECD Development Aid
Committee (DAC) to produce universally recognised statements
of the figures involved 21.
According to independent website www.climatefundsupdate.org
(updated in June 2011), the total climate finance channelled
through the 24 funds listed (see below) since their creation
stands at more than 31 billion dollars pledged, of which 13 billion
has actually been transferred to the funds, 9 billion has already
been allocated to specific projects and slightly more than 2 billion
has actually been spent. Of the approved sums (recorded in the
funds’ budgets and allocated by the funds to specific projects),
78.7% is dedicated to mitigation projects, 13.9% to adaptation
efforts and 5.7% to REDD (reducing emissions from deforestation
and forest degradation; see below) projects.
If we consider the most recent international commitments, i.e.
the 30 billion dollars per year of “new and additional” fast-start
finance pledged in Copenhagen in 2009 for the 2010-2012
period, according one of the most recent batch of reliable independent reviews, carried out by the World Resources Institute
and dated 20 May 2011 22, 21 developed countries and the
European Commission have announced pledges worth a total of
28.14 billion dollars, taking us close to the figure of 30 billion

dollars of fast-start finance. However, only 12.14 billion has
actually been earmarked for this purpose in the budgets of the
donor countries’ authorities. These figures include both donations and loans (for example, for the European Union, 48% of
the finance comes from donations and 52% from loans and other
instruments), and adopt a loose interpretation of the criterion of
“newness” of the contributions (the Japanese, British and
American contributions in particular consist of commitments that
were announced in 2008) and of additionality with respect to
other development objectives (each contributor country applies
different criteria on the matter; see Text Box 1).

21/ See Text Box 1 on the issue of the role of the OECD DAC with respect
to calculating CF
22/ A. Ballesteros, C. Polycarp, K. Stasio, E. Chessin, C. Easton, Summary
of Developed Country ‘Fast-Start’ Climate Finance Pledges, World
Resources Institute, 20 May 2011, http://www.wri.org/publication/
summary-of-developed-country-fast-start-climate-finance-pledges#qanda;
the most recent works of Brown, Stadelman and Hörnlein draw almost
identical conclusions, J. Brown, M. Stadelman and L. Hörnlein, Fast-start
finance to address climate change: what we know at the mid-point,
Overseas Development Institute, August 2011,
http://www.odi.org.uk/resources/download/5929.pdf; for an analysis of the
lack of transparency in announcements on the topic in developed countries,
see D. Ciplet, J. Timmons Roberts, M. Stadelman, S. Huq and A. Chandani,
Scoring fast-start climate finance: leaders and laggards in transparency,
IIED, September 2011, http://pubs.iied.org/pdfs/17100IIED.pdf
23/ J. Brown, N. Cantore and D. Willem te Velde, Climate financing and
development. Friend or foes?, Overseas Development Institute and ONE
campaign, 19 January 2010, p. 9 and 7,
http://www.odi.org.uk/resources/download/4724.pdf; for a progress report
on the Millennium Development Goals, see A. Zacharie, Les objectifs du
millénaire : un bilan critique 10 ans après leur adoption (The Millennium
Goals: a critical report 10 years after their adoption), CNCD-11.11.11,
September 2010, http://www.cncd.be/IMG/pdf/EtudeOMDsept2010.pdf
24/ J. Brown, N. Bird and L. Schalatek, Climate finance additionality:
emerging definitions and their implications, Heinrich Böll Stiftung, June 2010,
http://www.boell.org/downloads/Schalatek_Climate_Finance_Additionality_
6-2010.pdf
25/ J. Brown, N. Cantore and D. Willem te Velde, op.cit., p. 9
and subsequent pages

TEXT BOX 1

CLIMATE FINANCE (CF) AND OFFICIAL DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE (ODA):
THE ISSUE OF ADDITIONALITY
Fast-start CF pledges (30 billion dollars between 2010 and 2012) are supposed to be “new and additional”.
The additionality of these resources is generally understood in the sense of additionality to official development assistance (ODA).
The recipients are the same (developing countries), but the objectives are different, since the main objective of ODA should be “the
promotion of economic development and wellbeing in developing countries” and the realisation of the Millennium Development
Goals 23. Remember that developed countries have committed to providing ODA equivalent to 0.7% of GNI on several occasions.
If we analyse the political debate and literature on the subject, we can identify four different definitions of this additionality of CF with
respect to ODA 24:
1/ CF as over and above the target of 0.7% of GNI (the compulsory minimum quantitative target for ODA);
2/ CF as an increase on 2009 sums dedicated to “climate aid”;
3/ CF limited to a certain percentage of the increase in ODA;
4/ ODA and CF considered completely separately.
These definitions give rise to other considerations and questions. Should CF be considered simply as a category of ODA? The
objectives of the two financial flows are different, even though certain disbursements on climate change adaptation can be almost
indissociable from certain “classic” ODA disbursements 25, but what unites them is the “aid” aspect, in the sense that both financial
flows should, at least in principle, be provided for free.
This explains why there is a degree of uncertainty: when governments proudly announce that they are dedicating a significant share
of their ODA to “climate” goals, it is a chance for them to show that their sense of generosity and solidarity also extends to the new
challenges connected with climate change.
Upon closer analysis, however, this reasoning is quickly deconstructed. In reality, in so doing, these governments are merely robbing
Peter to pay Paul. ODA should be used to achieve the Millennium Development Goals, and dedicating a growing share of “aid” to
climate goals is acceptable only if this does not lead to a reduction in commitments to “classic” development. Remember that the
developed countries’ pledge in Copenhagen and Cancún was not “we are going to convert our ODA into CF”, but “we are going to
give new and additional resources dedicated to CF”. Furthermore, CF is not an expression of generosity on the part of the countries
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/ the practice of climate finance

the right of the countries of the South
to be repaid the climate debt that
the countries of the North have accrued
over the years by accumulating GHG emissions.

of the North towards the countries of the South, but represents the right of the countries of the South to be repaid the climate debt
that the countries of the North have accrued over the years by accumulating GHG emissions.
In this sense, the only valid definition of CF additionality is the first one, since it is the only one that fully respects the two different
objectives of CF and of ODA.
For pragmatic purposes, it is usually acceptable to assess whether a country has honoured its CF commitments by taking into account
definitions 2 and 3 to a certain extent, i.e. by verifying CF additionality as of 2010 with regard to resources dedicated to ODA in 2009
and CF prior to Cancún and Copenhagen. The perverse effect of this system, however, is that it unduly rewards countries that were
particularly behind in 2009 with regard to the 0.7% target.
Finally, we should note that the OECD DAC already calculates the share of ODA dedicated to climate goals. Donor countries can
highlight certain ODA disbursements using “Rio markers”, indicating that a certain project is dedicated (as a principal objective or a
significant objective) to stabilising GHG concentrations.
This calculation (which resulted in an average of 3 – 4 billion dollars per year prior to 2010, i.e. 3 to 4% of total ODA 26) is very much
partial and arbitrary, since these “markers” are not strictly defined or verified, the flows from multilateral agencies and funds are not
taken into account, until recently adaptation disbursements were not considered, and reporting on the issue by donor countries was
purely optional 27.

TABLE 2

2010 BELGIAN FAST-START BUDGET
SOURCE

AMOUNT

DESTINATION

GOAL

Federal government

10 million
20 million

GEF
BIO 28

10 million

LDCF

Forests (sustainable forest management/REDD +)
Mitigation (investment in renewable
energies via the private sector)
Adaptation in the least developed countries

Walloon Region

2 million

Flemish Region

0

Brussels-Capital Region

0

Various projects

Source: note from the Belgian Development Cooperation, Information sheet on Fast Start Finance, September 2010

TEXT BOX 2

THE CLIMATE FINANCE FIGURES IN BELGIUM
Belgium’s contribution to fast-start finance should be 150 million euros between 2010 and 2012. 62 million has already been earmarked: 42 million in 2010 (40 million from the federal government and 2 million from the Walloon Region) and 20 million in 2011 (Belgian
Development Cooperation federal budget).
More specifically, the breakdown of the fast-start budget in 2010 is reproduced in Table 2 below. These figures give rise to several
comments.
The first notable point is the progressive decline in political will and financial commitments: the amount earmarked for fast-start finance
went from 42 million in 2010 to 20 million in 2011. If the initial pledge of a total of 150 million is to be honoured, this trend will have to
be reversed and 88 million found in 2012.
The entire federal fast-start budget for 2010 and 2011 is included in the calculation of Belgian ODA. In this sense, these sums are not
“additional” in the strict meaning of the word. Until 2010, at least, ODA was growing, until it reached its peak of 0.64% in 2010 29, a
level very close to the target of 0.7%. The budget estimates for 2011, on the other hand, put the figure at 0.57% of GNI. The
additionality of Belgian fast-start finance is therefore increasingly doubtful, however it is defined.
The only Belgian federated entity that has made an effort in this respect is the Walloon Region. This effort must be welcomed, and the
other regions’ failure to act denounced. We should note, however, that, pursuant to the theory of the extension to international level
of the internal jurisdictions of federated entities, and if we attribute to climate finance a link with the “environment” and “energy” jurisdictions, climate finance can be considered a regional jurisdiction. In this sense, the lack of effort from two of the country’s three
regions seems to demonstrate what little interest these entities have in broader jurisdictions at international level, beyond the purely
rhetorical statements made by some.

26/ A. Huntala, S. Curto and P. Ambrosi, Monitoring climate finance and
ODA, World Bank Issues brief 1, May 2010, p. 4,
http://climatechange.worldbank.org/climatechange/sites/default/files/
documents/DCFIB%20%231-web.pdf
27/ J. Brown, N. Bird and L. Schalatek, op.cit., p. 6 and 7

28/ BIO (the Belgian Investment Company for Developing Countries) is a
Belgian development bank.
29/ L’aide publique belge au développement – rapport 2011, (Belgian official
development assistance – 2011 report), CNCD-11.11.11, p. 19 and subsequent pages, http://www.cncd.be/IMG/pdf/CNCD-rapportAPD2011WEB.pdf
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TABLE 3

INVENTOR OF FUNDS ACTIVE IN THE CLIMATE FINANCE SECTOR
FUND

TYPE

30

ADMINISTERED BY

AREA OF FOCUS

DATE
OPERATIONAL

Adaptation Fund

Multilateral

Adaptation Fund Board

Adaptation

2009

Amazon Fund (Fundo Amazônia)

Multilateral

Brazilian Development
Bank (BNDES)

Mitigation – REDD

2009

Clean Technology Fund

Multilateral

The World Bank

Mitigation – general

2008

Congo Basin Forest Fund

Multilateral

African Development Bank

Mitigation – REDD

2008

Forest Carbon
Partnership Facility

Multilateral

The World Bank

Mitigation – REDD

2008

Forest Investment Program

Multilateral

The World Bank

Mitigation – REDD

2009

GEF Trust Fund – Climate
Change focal area (GEF 4)

Multilateral

The Global Environment
Facility (GEF)

Adaptation,
Mitigation – general

2006

GEF Trust Fund – Climate
Change focal area (GEF 5)

Multilateral

The Global Environment
Facility (GEF)

Adaptation,
Mitigation – general

2010

Global Climate Change Alliance

Multilateral

The European Commission

Adaptation, Mitigation –
general, Mitigation – REDD

2008

Global Energy Efficiency and
Renewable Energy Fund

Multilateral

The European Commission

Mitigation – general

2008

Hatoyama Initiative
– private sources

Bilateral

Government of Japan

Adaptation, Mitigation –
general, Mitigation – REDD

2008

Hatoyama Initiative
– public sources

Bilateral

Government of Japan

Adaptation, Mitigation –
general, Mitigation – REDD

2008

Indonesia Climate
Change Trust Fund

Multilateral

Indonesia’s National
Development Planning Agency

Adaptation, Mitigation –
general, Mitigation – REDD

2010

International Climate Fund

Bilateral

Government
of the United Kingdom

Adaptation, Mitigation –
general, Mitigation – REDD

2008

International Climate Initiative

Bilateral

Government of Germany

Adaptation, Mitigation
general, Mitigation – REDD

2008

International Forest Carbon Initiative Bilateral

Government of Australia

Mitigation – REDD

2007

Least Developed Countries Fund

Multilateral

The Global Environment
Facility (GEF)

Adaptation

2002

MDG Achievement Fund –
Environment and Climate
Change thematic window

Multilateral

UNDP

Adaptation, Mitigation
– general

2007

Pilot Program for Climate Resilience Multilateral

The World Bank

Adaptation

2008

Scaling-Up Renewable Energy
Program for Low Income Countries

Multilateral

The World Bank

Mitigation – general

2009

Special Climate Change Fund

Multilateral

The Global Environment
Facility (GEF)

Adaptation, Mitigation
– general

2002

Strategic Climate Fund

Multilateral

The World Bank
– general, Mitigation – REDD

Adaptation, Mitigation
2008

Strategic Priority on Adaptation

Multilateral

The Global Environment
Facility (GEF)

Adaptation

2004

UN-REDD Programme

Multilateral

UNDP

Mitigation – REDD

2008

Source: http://www.climatefundsupdate.org/listing, updated June 2011

B/ THE CLIMATE FUND JUNGLE
According to the latest inventory carried out by independent
website www.climatefundsupdate.org, which is reproduced
below in Table 3, there are no fewer than 24 funds active in the
climate finance sector.
We should point out that the inventory is not exhaustive: the
website http://www.climatefinanceoptions.org/cfo/, created
by the World Bank and the UNDP to help the authorities of developing countries to find their way around this complex area, goes
further still and lists a total of 59 sources of finance 31. In the
literature, this is understatedly referred to as a “decentralised”
finance architecture.
We can divide these 24 funds into four broad groups:

1/ Funds linked either closely
or remotely to the process of the UNFCCC
The Global Environment Facility or GEF 32 dominates the category
of funds linked to the UNFCCC. Initially merely a World Bank pilot
project, the GEF has developed in terms of both operation and
governance (namely through the establishment of a double weighted majority for decision-making within its managing body, the
Council, i.e. 60% of the Party States representing 60% of the
total contributions) to become the de facto financing body of
the UNFCCC (see above). However, as Athena Ballesteros
demonstrates 33, the legal relations between the GEF and the COP
do not correspond exactly to the provisions of article 11 of the
Convention: “[This mechanism] shall function under the guidance
of and be accountable to the Conference of the Parties, which
shall decide on its policies, programme priorities and eligibility
criteria”. Since neither the UNFCCC nor the GEF has legal personality, the legal instrument that specifies the relations between
the two organisations is simply a “memorandum of agreement”34,
which has no binding legal force. In the event of a persistent disagreement between the Council of the GEF and the COP, the
latter would, in reality, be unable to impose its will on the Council
of the GEF.

In other words, whilst the GEF is distant enough from the “one
dollar, one vote” governance model of the Bretton Woods institutions to be accepted as the financing body of the UNFCCC,
we are still a long way off the architecture provided for by the text
of the Framework Convention, i.e. a financial mechanism that is
genuinely controlled by the UNFCCC.
The operation of the GEF is further complicated by the role of its
“implementing agencies”. Essentially, instead of organising the
implementation of the projects it finances itself, the GEF delegates
this task to other international organisations, including several
multilateral banks and United Nations development agencies 35.
Finally, we should note that the GEF is not concerned solely with
climate change, but is also active in the context of other international conventions (including the Convention on Biological
Diversity and the Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants).

30/ http://www.climatefundsupdate.org/listing, updated in June 2011
31/ http://www.climatefinanceoptions.org/cfo/FundingSourceBySource,
consulted in September 2011
32/ The GEF has received pledges worth 2.17 billion dollars since 2006;
figures relate to CF for the GEF 4 (2006-2010) and GEF 5 (2010-2014)
replenishments of resources; the figures for the 1994-2006 period are not
available, www.climatefundsupdate.org, September 2011
33/ A. Ballesteros et al., Power, responsibility and accountability:
re-thinking the legitimacy of institutions for climate finance,
World Resources Institute, 2010, p. 12 and 13,
http://pdf.wri.org/power_responsibility_accountability.pdf
34/ Decision 12/CP.2, Memorandum of Agreement between the
Conference of the Parties and the Council of the Global Environment Facility,
http://unfccc.int/resource/docs/french/cop2/g9664237.pdf#page=55
35/ See the list at http://www.thegef.org/gef/gef_agencies
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3/ donor country initiatives
The GEF manages two specialised funds: the Least Developed
Countries Fund or LDCF 36, which helps to prepare and implement
National Adaptation Programmes of Action (NAPAs) for the 48
least developed countries, and the Special Climate Change Fund
or SCCF 37, which finances a wide range of projects in developing
countries.
Within the group of funds linked to the UNFCCC, the Adaptation
Fund (AF) 38 is a very peculiar animal. Its financing depends not
only on donor contributions, but also on the use of a 2% share of
the proceeds of activities under the clean development mechanism (CDM; see below), a system that enables businesses from
developed countries to finance mitigation projects in developing
countries in exchange for CO2 emission credits in their country of
origin. This financing system no doubt explains the two other
peculiarities of the fund, i.e. its Board, which consists mostly of
representatives of developing countries 39, and the fact that developing countries can have direct access to the fund’s resources
via National Implementing Entities (NIE) accredited by the Board,
alongside multilateral implementing agencies already active within
the framework of the GEF.

2/ funds linked to the World Bank
According to the inventory carried out by www.climatefundsupdate.org, a total of six funds active in the climate finance sector
are directly dependent on the World Bank. They are usually referred to collectively as the Climate Investment Funds 40 (CIF). Their
governance system has been slightly adapted from the classic
“one dollar, one vote” model used by international financial
institutions 41 to favour the interests of recipient countries, but
in practice the CIFs scarcely differ from the usual operating
standards of the World Bank, of which they are essentially specialised subsidiaries. There is no legal link between these funds
and the UNFCCC, with the exception of a kind of sunset clause 42,
which obliges the CIFs to terminate their operations when an
agreement is reached on the new institutional architecture of
climate finance within the framework of the UNFCCC 43.

So-called bilateral funds (which in reality are more unilateral,
since they depend entirely on the will of a single actor) from
donor countries (including Japan, Germany, the UK and
Australia) include Japanese initiative Fast Start Finance, a successor and continuation of previous initiatives Hatoyama and the
Cool Earth Partnership, which had received pledges worth more
than 15 billion dollars (11 involving public finance and 4 involving
private finance) as at June 2011 44, and disbursed 5.3 billion
dollars between 2008 and 2010 45, making it one of the most
important sources of climate finance.
It is also worth mentioning two funds managed by the European
Commission: the Global Climate Change Alliance (GCCA) 46 and
the Global Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Fund
(GEEREF) 47. The second of these is a fund of funds, i.e. a fund
that specialises in investing in other funds (private equity funds),
which aims to raise private capital through “public-private partnerships”48.

4/ funds dedicated to a specific
country or target zone
The last group comprises climate finance initiatives in recipient
(or applicant) countries, such as the Indonesia Climate Change
Trust Fund 49 and the Amazon Fund 50, set up by the Brazilian
government 51.
Most of these funds are managed by the authorities of the target
countries, with the exception of the Congo Basin Forest Fund 52,
which has an intervention zone spread throughout several countries and is managed by the African Development Bank.

the classic “one dollar, one vote”
model used by international financial institutions

36/ The fund has received pledges worth more than 324 million dollars,
www.climatefundsupdate.org, September 2011
37/ The fund has received pledges worth more than 142 million dollars,
www.climatefundsupdate.org, September 2011
38/ The fund had received pledges and CDM proceeds worth more than
310 million dollars as at 1st January 2011, www.climatefundsupdate.org,
September 2011
39/ A. Ballesteros et al., Power, responsibility and accountability: re-thinking
the legitimacy of institutions for climate finance, World Resources Institute,
2010, p. 20, http://pdf.wri.org/power_responsibility_accountability.pdf
40/ Collectively, the CIFs have received pledges worth more than 8,485 million dollars, www.climatefundsupdate.org, September 2011
41/ Ibid., p. 20 and 21
42/ Ibid., p. 23
43/ Clean Technology Fund (CTF) Governance Framework, November 2008,
http://www.climateinvestmentfunds.org/cif/sites/climateinvestmentfunds.or
g/files/CTFFramework_French.pdf,
“L. Sunset clause
53. Recognizing that the establishment of the CTF is not to prejudice the
on-going UNFCCC deliberations regarding the future of the climate change
regime, including its financial architecture, the CTF will take necessary steps
to conclude its operations once a new financial architecture is effective.
The Trustee will not enter into any new agreement with contributors for
contributions to the CTF once the agreement providing for the new
financial architecture is effective. The CTF Trust Fund Committee will decide
the date on which it will cease making allocations from the outstanding
balance of the CTF.
54. The Trustee will, in accordance with the Contribution Agreements,
continue to administer the Trust Fund after the cessation of allocation by the
CTF Trust Fund Committee until such date specified in the Contribution

Agreements, in order to receive in the Trust Fund scheduled reflows of
funds from outstanding CTF financing. Following the date so specified
in the Contribution Agreement, the Trustee, on behalf of each contributor,
will endeavour to transfer the contributor’s share to another fund, which
has a similar objective as the CTF as determined by the CTF Trust Fund
Committee, or otherwise transfer or return the share to such other place,
as agreed between the contributor and the Trustee under the Contribution
Agreement.
55. Notwithstanding paragraph 56 below, if the outcome of the UNFCCC
negotiations so indicates, the CTF Trust Fund Committee, with the consent
of the Trustee, may take necessary steps to continue the operations
of the CTF, with modifications as appropriate.”
44/ www.climatefundsupdate.org, September 2011
45/ A. Caravani, N. Bird and L. Schalatek, Evolving global climate finance
architecture. Climate finance fundamentals, brief 2, Heinrich Böll Stiftung,
November 2010, http://www.odi.org.uk/resources/download/5159english.pdf
46/ The GCCA has received pledges worth more than 226 million dollars,
www.climatefundsupdate.org, September 2011
47/ The fund has received pledges worth more than 169 million dollars,
www.climatefundsupdate.org, September 2011
48/ See http://geeref.com/pages/home
49/ The fund has received pledges worth more than 18 million dollars,
www.climatefundsupdate.org, September 2011
50/ The fund had received pledges worth more than 1 billion dollars as at
February 2011, www.climatefundsupdate.org, September 2011
51/ A. Caravani, N. Bird and L. Schalatek, op.cit.
52/ The fund has received pledges worth more than 165 million dollars,
www.climatefundsupdate.org, September 2011
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C/ A DYSFUNCTIONAL SYSTEM:
EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE
Rather than carry out a theoretical analysis of the current system
and its impact on developing countries, we now have data that
enable us to give concrete examples of how dysfunctional the
system is.

1/ country-level ownership
Rebecca Pearl Martinez has carried out a study for Oxfam 53 on
the level of ownership and control that certain developing countries
have with regard to their own climate change adaptation strategy,
particularly within the context of their search for finance from
international sponsors.
The study shows that, due to pressure from funds and bilateral
donors, which are often insensitive to the efforts developing
countries make to own their own climate change adaptation strategy, a large proportion of the international finance provided in
the cases studied (Cambodia, Ethiopia, Nepal, Bangladesh,
Tajikistan, the Philippines, Vietnam) is dedicated to projects that
are not part of the National Adaptation Programme of Action, or
NAPA (this is the case for 100% of projects funded by international finance in Ethiopia), bypasses local structures for coordinating adaptation efforts, and usually flows through financial
structures other than those put in place by local governments.
This is the case in Bangladesh, for example, one of the countries
that suffer most from climate change due to its peculiar geographic
and economic characteristics. International fund sponsors (such
as UK government department DFID) initially tried to insist that

the Bangladesh Climate Change Resilience Fund, which receives
the international finance provided, be managed by the World
Bank. Two years of protests from local civil society finally resulted
in the fund being managed by the Bangladeshi government and
tasked with implementing the NAPA. On the other hand, the
fund’s resources have not been able to be combined with those
of the Bangladesh Climate Change Trust Fund, which receives
finance exclusively from within the country.
It should be noted, however, that the process of adopting and
implementing NAPAs in developing countries is organised and, in
a way, prompted by the UNFCCC 54. In other words, the
UNFCCC organises a process of country-level ownership of the
planning and implementation of efforts to adapt to the effects of
climate change in developing countries while climate finance, as
it exists in practice, simultaneously organises an opposing
process of marginalising and taking responsibility away from local
political and administrative authorities.

2/ donations or debt
Another problem, brought to light by the work of Murray Worth
and Tim Jones 55, is the spectre of a return to unsustainable debt,
which, in the name of climate finance, international fund sponsors
are attempting to impose on developing countries, and in so
doing risk undoing the timid progress that pressure from citizens
has succeeded in bringing about in recent years (i.e. the cancellation or reduction of debt as part of the Heavily Indebted Poor
Countries (HIPC) initiative).

TABLE 4

BREAKDOWN OF THE FINANCIAL PACKAGES OFFERED BY THE PPCR

56

recipient
country

PPCR
grand
($m)

PPCR
loan
($m)

other
world
bank group
loans ($m)

other
MDB
loans
($m)

other
finance
($m)

total
finance
package
($m)

total
loans
($m)

loans
as %
of total
finance

MDB
fees
($m)

MDB
fees as
% of
total
finance

Bangladesh

50

60

300

215

0

625

575

92%

1.2

0.2%

Cambodia

50

55

0

0

299

404

55

14%

1.1

0.3%

Grenada

8

12

10

0

0

30

22

73%

0.7

2.3%

Mozambique

50

52

110

40

80

332

202

61%

N/A

N/A

Nepal

50

60

tbc

tbc

tbc

110

60

55%

N/A

N/A

Niger

50

60

12

0

0

122

72

59%

1.2

1.0%

Samoa

25

0

0

0

15

40

0

0%

N/A

N/A

St Lucia

7

10

0

0

10

27

10

37%

N/A

N/A

St Vincent and
the Grenadines

7

3

tbc

tbc

tbc

10

3

30%

0.4

4.0%

Tajilistan

50

0

6

45

20

132

51

42%

2.3

1.9%

Zambia

50

60

13.5

0

304

427.5

73.5

17%

1.7

0.4%

TOTAL

397

372

452

300

728

2.248

1.124

50%

9

0.4%

Source: M. Worth & T. Jones, Climate loan sharks. How the UK is making
developing countries pay twice for climate change, World Development Movement et Jubilee Debt Campaign, June 2011, p. 25

In the cases analysed in which climate finance (specific to
adaptation) has been offered by the Pilot Program for Climate
Resilience (PPCR), one of the World Bank’s climate investment
funds, to 11 countries (Bangladesh, Cambodia, Grenada,
Mozambique, Nepal, Niger, Samoa, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent
and the Grenadines, Tajikistan and Zambia), loans and donations
each accounted for 50% of the finance on average, but loans
represented 92% of the finance in the case of Bangladesh. These
packages are usually co-financed by other development banks,
or even by investors and private banks.

53/ R. Pearl Martinez, Owning adaptation. Country-level governance
of climate adaptation finance, Oxfam, June 2011, http://policypractice.oxfam.org.uk/publications/owning-adaptation-country-level-governance-of-climate-adaptation-finance-134050
54/ See http://unfccc.int/national_reports/napa/items/2719.php,
consulted in September 2011
55/ M. Worth & T. Jones, Climate loan sharks. How the UK is making
developing countries pay twice for climate change, World Development
Movement and Jubilee Debt Campaign, June 2011,
http://www.wdm.org.uk/sites/default/files/Climate%20Loan%20Sharks%2
0FINAL%20web%20copy.pdf
56/ Ibid., p. 25
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3/ level of commissions
This significant use of loans to finance the adaptation efforts of
sometimes very poor countries is, above all, deeply unjust. In the
words of Ricardo Navarro (President of El Salvador-based environmental organisation CESTA): “When the countries of the
North offer loans to the South to mitigate the effects of climate
change, when the former are largely responsible for this climate
change, it is akin to crashing into someone’s car, wrecking it and
then offering them a loan to repair the damage”57.

Another unpleasant aspect that came to light during the study of
the PPCR’s activities is the extremely high level of commissions
(i.e. the commissions charged by banks from the borrower as
a remuneration for their services) charged by the PPCR itself
and by the other banking institutions that co-finance its projects.
These commissions total 2.3 million dollars in the case of
Tajikistan and 4% of the total allocated to Saint Vincent and the
Grenadines 59.

It also betrays an irresponsible attitude on the part of the lenders.
Essentially, unlike loans dedicated to development, loans dedicated to climate change adaptation do not aim as such to increase
the recipient country’s prospects for development and growth,
but simply to mitigate the negative effects of climate change in
that country. In these conditions, and in light of past experience
of “development” debt, it is clear that these loans are not going
to automatically increase the capacity of these countries to boost
their foreign-currency income and therefore their ability to repay
the debt. Therefore, it really is the case that a new global debt trap
is being created at the expense of the poorest populations and
those most exposed to the damage caused by climate change.

4/ administrative efficiency and speed

We should also point out that this propensity to distribute loans
rather than donations is directly linked to the fact that certain
donor countries prefer to inject money into climate funds in the
form of acquisitions of equity interests in these funds rather than
in the form of donations, subsidies or grants to the funds. That
way, donor countries can proudly announce the entirety of their
“investment” as a generous contribution to climate finance for
the countries of the South, whilst avoiding having to account for
the investment as a government “expense”, which in turn would
increase the public deficit figures 58.

In terms of the efficiency and speed with which projects are
implemented, the PPCR’s record is dreadful compared with that
of the Adaptation Fund: it has received 10 times more contributions than the AF, but the latter has already disbursed more than
20 million dollars on specific projects, 50 times more than the
PPCR over the same period 60. The GEF’s record on implementation speed is not brilliant either: in 2005, the average project
approval time was 4 to 5 years (although in 2007 this was
reduced to 22 months 61).

a new global debt trap
is being created at the expense
of the poorest populations and those
most exposed to the damage caused
by climate change.

D/ THE CARBON MARKET
The GHG emissions market is one of the most frequently proposed solutions to the climate crisis.
The theory goes like this: public authorities set an annual cap
on emissions and then distribute emissions permits for a total
corresponding to this cap. Operators issuing GHGs (which we
shall call “polluters”) shall be authorised to emit an annual
volume of emissions corresponding to the emissions permits in
their possession. Should there be a difference between the
volumes emitted and the permits held, polluters may sell their
surplus permits on the market or use the market to purchase the
permits they need.
Unlike purely fiscal solutions (such as a tax on each tonne of
GHGs emitted) or purely regulatory ones (simple maximum
emissions quotas), the emissions trading market (or carbon
market) is intended to enhance the goal of reducing emissions
with the inherent efficiency of a market economy, i.e. an optimum
allocation of resources 62.
Reductions in emissions by different operators, across all
sectors, take place in a context of transparent competition,
through the emissions trading market, therefore facilitating the
most efficient (i.e. least expensive) way of reducing emissions.
On the whole, the system should lead to a reduction in emissions
at the lowest possible cost.
As such, this system is, above all, useful for governing emission
reduction processes in industrialised countries, rather than financing mitigation and adaptation efforts in developing countries.
However, the “carbon market” also has serious implications for
climate finance for developing countries. Alongside the afore-

mentioned emissions permits, polluters may also choose to
obtain “emissions credits”. Rather than buying their competitors’
surplus emissions permits on the same national or regional
market, polluters may finance an emissions reduction project in
another country, such as a developing country (which is not
subject to an emissions cap system and where emissions reductions are supposed to be cheaper than in industrialised countries), and therefore obtain new and additional emissions credits
in their national market. This practice of offsetting may involve
emissions mitigation projects in the industrial and energy sectors,
as well as forest projects (the act of planting a tree, or at least the
act of not cutting down an existing tree, is supposed to reduce
GHG concentrations in the atmosphere, since trees and plants
absorb carbon dioxide).
That’s the theory. In practice, the biggest active GHG emissions
permit market is the European Union Emissions Trading System
(EU ETS), which covers around 40% of GHG emissions in the

57/ Ibid., p. 11
58/ Ibid., p. 11
59/ Ibid., p. 8
60/ Ibid., p. 22
61/ A. Ballesteros et al., Power, responsibility and accountability: re-thinking
the legitimacy of institutions for climate finance, World Resources Institute,
2010, p. 32, http://pdf.wri.org/power_responsibility_accountability.pdf
62/ See the argument put forward by N. O. Keohane, Cap-and-trade is preferable to a carbon tax, in Climate finance. Regulatory and funding strategies
for climate change and global development, under the direction of R. B.
Stewart, B. Kingsbury and B. Rudyk, New York University Press, 2009,
p. 57 to 64, http://nyuad.nyu.edu/pdfs/institute_events/ClimateFinance.pdf
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European Union and in three associate countries (Iceland,
Norway and Liechtenstein) 63.
In order to “compensate” the developed countries that have
committed to quantified emissions reduction targets, the Kyoto
Protocol created a series of “flexibility mechanisms”. The
“emissions trading” mechanism allows unused emissions
quotas to be sold between developed countries, while the “joint
implementation” or “joint application” mechanism enables
industrialised countries to finance mitigation projects in other
developed countries in exchange for emissions credits.
The third mechanism provided for by the Kyoto Protocol
concerns relations between developed and developing countries,
and therefore is of more direct interest to us. The “clean development mechanism” (CDM) is a system whereby operators
from developed countries can finance mitigation projects in developing countries in exchange for emissions credits in their country
of origin.
On paper, the volumes of CDM transactions are impressive:
more than 3,000 projects had been approved as at 5 May 2011,
with another 2,600 somewhere along the approval process 64; the
CDM market was worth a total of 12 billion euros in 2007 and
22.5 billion euros in 2008 65.
However, this apparent success hides a reality that is a lot less
exciting.
In 2009, 71% of CDM projects were located in China, India and
Brazil 66, while Africa accounted for just 6 million of the 424 million
CDM emissions credits granted up to August 2010. It is worth
mentioning that 80% of these 6 million credits came from a single

factory in Egypt 67. This geographical distribution clearly does not
tally with that of the greatest needs of developing countries in
terms of climate finance.
The impressive number of CDM projects at factories that treat
and destroy the gases HFC-23 and N2O, by-products of industrial production that are particularly harmful to the climate, leads
us to believe that there is definitely a windfall effect (profit
margins of 600 to 700% have been recorded for certain projects
in India thanks to the sale of CDM emissions credits 68), resulting
in CDM finance for projects that would have been implemented
anyway 69 (thereby violating the principle of “additionality”, according to which the CDM should finance only those projects that
would be impossible to implement without CDM finance), and
even, according to certain observers, in artificial overproduction
of these gases with the sole aim of securing CDM finance 70.
Major international operators in the finance sector (such as
JPMorgan) are increasingly dominating this market, where they
deploy their full range of highly sophisticated derivatives products 71, which has led some observers to fear the emergence of
a new speculative bubble, similar to the subprime mortgage crisis
that prompted the 2008 banking and financial collapse 72.
The emissions credit market is, in principle, a totally artificial
market. According to Dan Welch, co-editor of Ethical Consumer
magazine, “these credits are an imaginary commodity based on
subtracting what you hope will happen from what you claim would
have happened”73.
On top of the simple margins of error of measurements of GHG
production, without even considering possible manipulations, we
can add speculation about future GHG production (in scenarios

63/ http://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/ets/index_en.htm, updated on 15
November 2010
64/ Press release from the UNFCCC secretariat: Kyoto Protocol Clean
Development Mechanism reaches milestone at 3,000 projects,
http://unfccc.int/files/press/press_releases_advisories/application/pdf/pr2
0110505cdm3000.pdf

with or without CDM finance, with a view to satisfying the condition of additionality), instances of fraud, such as the major
scandal that rocked the EU emissions trading market in January
2011 74 (around 40 million dollars’ worth of certificates were
stolen electronically), and persistent suspicions of large-scale
VAT fraud 75.
According to a study carried out by researchers at Princeton
University 76, a large proportion of CDM projects are not additional, in the sense that they would have been carried out with or
without CDM finance.
In other words, cracks have obviously started to appear in the
“cap” on emissions, since operators are allowed to emit more
GHGs in exchange for finance that serves for nothing or almost
nothing.
Worse still, according to the same study, a truly credible and
rigorous procedure for verifying the actual additionality of CDM
projects submitted would probably be so costly that it would
make the majority of CDM projects not very economical 77.
We can therefore conclude that, although the idea of introducing
market competition practices into the fight against GHG emissions is appealing in theory, the carbon market in its current state
is deeply dysfunctional.
It remains to be seen whether the system can be reformed to a
sufficient extent to prevent this long list of abuses and manipulations, or whether it is intrinsically incapable of making a positive
contribution to the fight against climate change.

65/ S. Vaes, CDM : schoon genoeg ? Vlaams en federale CDM-beleid
onder de loep, VODO and 11.11.11, February 2011, p. 12,
http://www.11.be/11/component/one/artikel/detail/detail/11dossier_cdm_
schoon_genoeg_vlaams_federaal_cdm_beleid_onder_loep,103911
66/ J. Kill, S. Ozinga, S. Pavett and R. Wainwright, Trading carbon.
How it works and why it is controversial, FERN, August 2010, p. 79,
http://www.fern.org/sites/fern.org/files/tradingcarbon_internet_FINAL.pdf
67/ The CDM and Africa: marketing a new land grab, briefing by the African
Biodiversity Network, Biofuelwatch, Carbon Trade Watch, the Gaia
Foundation and the Timberwatch Coalition, February 2011, p. 3,
http://www.africanbiodiversity.org/system/files/PDFs/CDM%20Report_Feb
2011_lowres.pdf
68/ J. Kill, S. Ozinga, S. Pavett and R. Wainwright, op.cit., p.73
69/ Deep suspicions exist regarding the Rhodia treatment factories
in South Korea and Brazil; see J. Kill, S. Ozinga, S. Pavett and R.
Wainwright, op.cit., p.74
70/ See The Economist, 2 September 2010, http://www.economist.com/
node/16944921, and the press release issued by NGO CDM Watch on 25
May 2011, http://www.cdm-watch.org/wordpress/wpcontent/uploads/2011/05/CDM-Watch-Note_AM0001_May2011.pdf
71/ See J. Kill, S. Ozinga, S. Pavett and R. Wainwright, op.cit.
72/ M. Chan, Subprime Carbon? Re-thinking the world’s largest
new derivatives market, Friends of the Earth, March 2009,
http://www.foe.org/pdf/SubprimeCarbonReport.pdf
73/ Offset credits are an imaginary commodity based on substracting what
you hope will happen from what you claim would have happened, cited by
A. Naughten, Designed to fail? The concepts, practices and controversies
behind carbon trading, FERN, 2010, p. 12,
http://www.fern.org/sites/fern.org/files/FERN_designedtofail_internet_0.pdf
74/ Reuters, Analysis: EU carbon theft knocks dream of global market,
20 January 2011, http://www.reuters.com/article/2011/01/20/us-carboneu-idUSTRE70J5JW20110120
75/ Press release issued by Europol on 28 December 2010, Further
investigations into VAT fraud linked to the Carbon Emissions Trading
System, https://www.europol.europa.eu/content/press/further-investigations-vat-fraud-linked-carbon-emissions-trading-system-641
76/ M. W. Wara and D. G. Victor, A Realistic Policy on International Carbon
Offsets, PESD working paper, Stanford University, April 2008, http://iisdb.stanford.edu/pubs/22157/WP74_final_final.pdf
77/ Ibid., p. 20
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E/ THE CONTRIBUTION
FROM PRIVATE FINANCE
The idea of a contribution to climate finance from private finance
does not consist purely of the carbon market discussed above.
Another form of private financing, which is already widely used in
development finance, is the concept of “leveraging”.
According to this model, a modest injection of public capital
should be increased by the contribution of private capital. More
specifically, this takes place via public (national or multilateral)
investments in specialised private equity funds (i.e. funds that
acquire interests in companies’ share capital), which are supposed to attract private co-investors or loans.
The appeal of this type of transaction is clear: from a modest starting point, the final financial flows destined for a developing
country are multiplied by 10. Taking this reasoning one step
further, the 100 billion dollars of CF per year by 2020 pledged in
Copenhagen and then in Cancún could, in reality, represent a
cost of just 10 billion dollars for the public finances of developed
countries, with the remaining 90 billion coming from private investors. Better still, if invested in profitable projects, the “public” 10
billion dollars could end up back in the public coffers, together
with a sizeable profit margin.
The President of the World Bank, Robert Zoellick, thus declared
in 2010 that the CIFs had been able to leverage 10 dollars for
every dollar of donor money invested, and claimed that 30% of
the leveraged 50-60 billion dollars was from private capital 78 (the
remaining 70% having come from the public sector). These

figures have not since been confirmed, but it is interesting to note
that the multiplication by 10 has become a multiplication by three,
which considerably reduces the appeal of such a manoeuvre. In
fact, the fact that the World Bank “leverages” public capital does
not, a priori, change at all the amount of public finance available;
it is simply a choice of one channel out of a number of possibilities (see the section on climate funds, above).
The idea is therefore an appealing one, but we have to acknowledge that only the prospect of profitability will attract private
investors. For that reason we must rule out this method straight
away in the field of efforts to adapt to the effects of climate
change, which, by definition, produce very little financial gain, if
any at all. The only relevant projects are therefore potentially
profitable mitigation projects, such as industrial or energy projects likely to both reduce emissions and generate profits.
The cumulative experience of the development finance sector
shows a series of problems.
The systematic use of financial intermediation systems (banks or
investment funds) consistently reduces transparency with regard
to the final destination of investments. Considerations of secrecy
or other types of commercial confidentiality are routinely used to
prevent completeness of information. This is the case, for
example, with the projects financed in Turkey by the World Bank’s
Clean Technology Fund 79.

The investment funds used
to channel finance and leverage
private capital are often
based in tax havens

In these conditions, it is difficult, or even impossible, to seriously
assess the actual impact of these investments. When independent evaluations are carried out, the results are often not very
impressive. For example, according to the World Bank’s own
“Independent Evaluation Group”, “the majority of investment
projects [of IFC, a subsidiary of the World Bank that specialises
in the private sector] generated satisfactory economic returns
but did not provide evidence of identifiable opportunities for the
poor to participate in, contribute to, or benefit from the economic
activities that projects directly or indirectly support (..)”80.
The investment funds used to channel finance and leverage
private capital are often based in tax havens in order to reduce
their fiscal contribution in the recipient developing country 81. This
results in a straight loss of tax revenues for developing countries,
as well as sending a terrible political signal.
The end recipients of investments are mainly large companies
from OECD member countries, at the expense of small local businesses in developing countries (just 13% of IFC finance has gone
to local businesses in low-income countries82).
It therefore appears that, while it can be useful to leverage private
capital for certain mitigation projects, such practices need to be
subject to strict supervision if the problems discussed above are
to be avoided.

78/ T. Fry, A faulty model? What the Green Climate Fund can learn from the
Climate Investment Funds, Bretton Woods project, June 2011, p. 15,
http://www.brettonwoodsproject.org/doc/env/afaultymodel.pdf
79/ Ibid.
80/ Independent Evaluation Group of the World Bank Group, Assessing
IFC’s poverty focus and results, 2011,
http://ieg.worldbankgroup.org/content/ieg/en/home/features/poverty.html,
cited by Role of Private Sector Finance and the Green Climate Fund,
recommendations from Friends of the Earth U.S.to the Transitional
Committee, 29 July 2011, p. 3, http://unfccc.int/files/Cancùn_agreements/green_climate_fund/application/pdf/foe_submisson_on_ws_iii.pdf
81/ See A. Gambini, Investir l’argent public dans les paradis fiscaux pour
aider les pauvres ? (Investing public money in tax havens to help the poor?),
CNCD-11.11.11, Point Sud no. 1, May 2011, http://www.cncd.be/IMG/pdf/
2011-05_point_sud_01.pdf and R. Murphy, Investments for development:
derailed to tax havens. A report on the use of tax havens by Development
Finance Institutions, Eurodad et al., September 2010,
http://www.eurodad.org/uploadedFiles/Whats_New/Reports/Investment%2
0for%20development.pdf?n=7931
82/ Role of Private Sector Finance and the Green Climate Fund, op.cit., p.3
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5/ the goals of climate finance
prior to the Durban summit

A/ DESIGNING AND CONSTRUCTING
THE NEW GREEN CLIMATE FUND (GCF)
The next United Nations Conference on Climate Change will take
place between 28 November and 9 December 2011 in Durban,
South Africa. It will also be the 17th Meeting of the Conference
of the Parties to the UNFCCC (COP 17) and the 7th Meeting of
the Parties to the Kyoto Protocol (CMP 7).
The continuation of these two distinct initiatives is particularly
significant because this summit is the last one planned before the
end of the first phase of commitments to reduce GHG emissions
under the Kyoto Protocol.
The goal of the Durban summit is therefore to relaunch a postKyoto binding system of GHG reduction and to give concrete
expression to the commitments made in Copenhagen and
Cancún, particularly the financial pledges (30 billion dollars for
2010-2012 and 100 billion per year as of 2020) and the Green
Climate Fund (GCF).
Unless major progress is made on at least one of these matters
(a binding framework for reducing emissions from developed
countries and finance for mitigation and adaptation efforts in
developing countries), the summit risks being just another waste
of time in the world’s fight against global warming.

Adopted in principle in Copenhagen, the GCF actually began to
be constructed in Cancún. Pursuant to paragraphs 102 to 112
of the Cancún Agreements 83, the GCF should be managed by
a 24-member Board, made up of equal numbers of representatives from developed and developing countries. In addition, a
“Standing Committee” should act as an intermediary between
the COP and the GCF Board. A “significant share of new multilateral funding for adaptation” (i.e. the 100 billion dollars per year
provided for as of 2012) should flow through the fund (§ 100).
However, the bulk of the work was delegated to a “Transitional
Committee”, made up of “40 members, with 15 members from
developed country Parties and 25 members from developing
country Parties”, which was assigned the task of “designing” the
GCF and submitting recommendations to COP 17, based on the
principles set out in the “Specifications applicable to the design
of the Green Climate Fund”, which constitutes Appendix 3 to the
Cancún Agreements.
A broad coalition of civil-society organisations, including CNCD11.11.11, has already produced an 11-page document containing
recommendations 84 for the design of the GFC to the Transitional
Committee. We shall summarise below some of the document’s
guiding principles.
The construction of this new fund should represent an opportunity to apply the lessons learned through experience of climate
finance over the last 20 years, as well as to effectively implement
the principles of climate finance, such as those enshrined in the
treaties on the subject.
Firstly, the text of the UNFCCC should be respected by giving a
role of genuine political direction to the COP and preventing the
World Bank or other international organisations from taking de

B/ SOURCES OF FINANCE
facto control of the fund, which requires a precise, delimited definition of the role of trustee, which will be assigned temporarily
(for three years) to the World Bank.
The GCF secretariat should be independent of other international
organisations, particularly international financial institutions, and
should be substantial enough to manage large sums of money.
An effective mechanism should ensure compliance with environmental and social safeguards. If no such mechanism is present,
this leaves the door open to abuses and enables climate finance
efforts to be wasted on a number of doubtful projects.
Finance for adaptation efforts should come exclusively from donations, so as to avoid creating new forms of unsustainable debt and
reserve loans for mitigation projects that generate revenues.
It should be forbidden to use the GCF to finance fossil energy, in
order to avoid discrediting the entire system and to direct finance
towards genuinely clean and renewable sources of energy.
Mechanisms enabling specialised authorities in developing countries to gain direct access should be developed, in order to
strengthen country-level ownership of mitigation and adaptation
strategies.
In order to give concrete expression to the ambition for the GCF
to manage a “significant” share of CF, and to bring a bit of order
to the “decentralised” architecture of CF, it would certainly be
useful to add to this list a recommendation to effectively apply the
sunset clauses (see above) relating to the World Bank’s various
climate investment funds.

As we have already mentioned several times, the quantitative
amount of CF will have to be increased from its “current” level of
30 billion dollars over three years (2010-2012) to 100 billion per
year as of 2020.
In order to make some progress on the issue of how this finance
will be mobilised “over the long term”, the Secretary-General of
the United Nations, Ban Ki-moon, in February 2010 created the
“High-Level Advisory Group on Climate Change Financing”,
made up of 20 leading global figures in the fields of politics
(several ministers, including Christine Lagarde, before she was
appointed head of the IMF, South African Minister of Finance
Trevor Manuel, and former US Secretary of the Treasury and
Director of the National Economic Council Lawrence Summers),
economics (George Soros) and academia (Nicholas Stern, professor of economics at the London School of Economics), and cochaired by the Prime Ministers of Ethiopia and Norway respectively,
Meles Zenawi and Jens Stoltenberg.
Its final report, released on 5 November 2010 85, is therefore
extremely authoritative, due as much to the prestige and experience of the Group’s members as to their geographical diversity.

83/ Decision 1/CP.16; The Cancun Agreements: Outcome of the
work of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Long-term Cooperative Action
under the Convention;
http://unfccc.int/resource/docs/2010/cop16/fre/07a01f.pdf#page=2
84/ Civil Society Recommendations for the Design of the UNFCCC’s Green
Climate Fund; http://www.eurocapacity.org/finance/documents/
CSO%20Recommendations%20to%20the%20GCF%20April%202011.pdf
85/ Report of the Secretary-General’s High-level Advisory Group on Climate
Change Financing, 5 November 2010, http://www.un.org/wcm/webdav/site
/climatechange/shared/Documents/AGF_reports/AGF%20Report.pdf
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the target of 100 billion can be
met easily by adding together two or three
of the aforementioned public sources.

According to the final report, the mobilisation of 100 billion dollars
per year as of 2020 is “challenging but feasible”.
As summarised and systematised by Sterck, Luhmann and
Mersmann 86, the report’s conclusions envisage four broad categories of finance sources.
The public sources envisaged include:
1/ revenues from the auctioning of GHG emissions quotas to the
Parties to the Kyoto Protocol, in place of the current system of
free distribution;
2/ revenues from the auctioning of emissions permits within
national or regional emissions market schemes (e.g. EU ETS; see
above);
3/ revenues from offset levies (similar to the existing withholding
of 2% on CDM transactions for the benefit of the AF; see above);
4/ revenues generated from taxes on international aviation and
shipping (involving either a levy on fuel or on passenger tickets or
the inclusion of these sectors in the carbon markets);
5/ revenues from a wires charge (based on kWh or GHG emissions);
6/ revenues generated by removing fossil energy subsidies;
7/ revenues from fossil fuel extraction royalties (oil, gas and
coal);
8/ revenues from GHG emission taxes in industrialised countries;
9/ revenues from a financial-transactions tax;
10/ direct budget contributions from developed countries.
The second category examined by the report is (public and multilateral) development bank instruments, although in reality these
banks merely spend the public money paid to them by govern-

ments (the public sources category) and leverage private capital
using their resources, which relates to the mobilisation of private
capital (the fourth category; see below).
Carbon market finance is identified as the third category, in the
sense of North-South financial flows within the context of mechanisms such as the CDM (see above).
The final category consists of the mobilisation of private capital,
via public policies and (particularly financial) incentives.
The Advisory Group’s report gives a quantified estimate of the
possible revenues from these different sources, according to two
parameters: the price per tonne of carbon emitted (a central
element of any source linked either closely or remotely to the
carbon market, i.e. not only the third category, but also the first
three or even four sources in the “public” category) and the
share of the various taxes allocated to CF, given that the revenues from most of these levies would be allocated only partially,
not wholly, to CF.
Table 5, below, summarises the estimates for public sources.
With regard to the other sources, the estimates have been used
to produce “leverage factors”, i.e. the rates of multiplication of
the initial public investment, located within a range of 3 to 4 for
development bank instruments (the second category) and of 2 to
4 for the entire system of mobilising private capital (the fourth
category). Finally, the net flows destined for developing countries
from CDM-type offsetting systems (the third category) are evaluated at between 8 and 14 billion dollars (based on an average
price per tonne of CO2 emitted).

TABLE 5

ESTIMATES OF CF REVENUES FROM PUBLIC SOURCES
PUBLIC SOURCES

87

NET (billion US dollars)
Low CO2
price

Medium CO2
price

High CO2
price

Auctioning of allowances (2-10% of estimated auction
revenues dedicated to international climate finance)

2-8

8-38

14-70

Levies on offsets (levy of 2-10% on offset transactions)

0-1

1-5

3-15

International maritime transport (no net incidence on developing
countries, 25-50% dedicated to international climate finance)

2-6

4-9

8-19

International aviation (no net incidence on developing
countries, 25-50% dedicated to international climate finance)

1-2

2-3

3-6

Carbon tax (international tax, 100% for international climate finance)

10

Wires charge (100% for international climate finance)

5

Removal of fossil fuel subsidies (100% for international climate finance)

3-8

Redirection of fossil fuel royalties (100% for international climate finance)

10

Financial transaction taxes (no net incidence on developing countries,
25-50% dedicated to international climate finance)

2-27

Direct budget contributions (proposal by G77
to dedicate 0.5-1% of Annex 1 GDP)

200-400

Source: W. Sterk, H.-J. Luhmann, F. Mersmann, How much is 100 billion US dollars ?
Climate finance between adequacy and creative accounting, Friedrich Ebert Stiftung, June 2011

Although we are not going to perform a critical analysis of each estimate, these figures do give rise to a number of general comments.
Firstly, we should note that these estimates are extremely
prudent. Thus, for example, the various forms of fossil energy
subsidisation are evaluated by other sources at 312 billion dollars
in 2009 88, well above the 3 to 8 billion provided for by the
Advisory Group’s report. Similarly, the revenues from possible
forms of taxation on international aviation and shopping could
logically be dedicated in full to CF, which could be sufficient to
finance half of the post-2020 100 billion dollars, according to
some calculations 89.

Carbon market finance sources are not limited to the third category, but in reality also include the first three or four sources of
“public” finance examined. We have already expressed doubts
about the entire concept of the carbon emissions market, since it
is a purely artificial market that is far too vulnerable to various
kinds of manipulation. Nevertheless, if a carbon market exists, it
is very important to take advantage of it to finance the needs of

86/ W. Sterk, H.-J. Luhmann, F. Mersmann, op.cit.
87/ Ibid., p. 5
88/ T. Van Melle, N. Höhne, M. Ward, op.cit., p. 12

In other words, the target of 100 billion can be met easily by adding
together two or three of the aforementioned public sources.

89/ W. Sterk, H.-J. Luhmann, F. Mersmann, op.cit., p. 6
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developing countries by giving permits and other emissions
quotas a monetary value, rather than distributing them for free.
The common element of all the different forms of taxation envisaged (except for the financial-transactions tax) is that the
taxable base in each case is linked to energy. In this sense, these
taxes are fair and effective insofar as they make it possible to
integrate the cost of global warming into the cost of energy. Thus,
an increase in the price of energy would make it better represent
its actual cost for global society as a whole, and could also create
an incentive to save energy and reduce emissions.
On the other hand, these taxes belong to the family of indirect
taxes, and in this sense they naturally tend to be regressive and
therefore unfair and inequitable, since they end up applying to
all citizens, regardless of their income level. In the absence of
sufficient accompanying measures, the poor will therefore be
the worst affected, due to both the higher taxes they will pay and
the increase in prices that will reduce their access to energy (i.e.
lighting, transport and heating).
We should also point out that most of the taxes discussed involve
application on a global level. This is logical, insofar as these taxes
are supposed to respond to problems that are also global. For
example, in the case of a levy on aviation and shipping fuels, a
non-uniform application at global level would enable large-scale
tax avoidance (operators would fill up their tanks in countries that
do not tax that particular fuel), which would defeat the object of
the whole exercise.
With regard specifically to the financial-transactions tax (FTT), the
Advisory Group’s reasoning is as follows: the total revenues from
the tax would be between 7 and 60 billion dollars per year, based
on a rate of between 0.001% and 0.01% (with a reduction in
transaction volumes of between 3 and 37%). From this amount a
deduction of 8.5% would be made by way of compensation for

incidence on developing countries (supposed to represent the
share of the taxation affecting developing countries in financial
markets), with the final allocation of the revenues from the FTT to
climate change finance estimated at 25 to 50%. This would yield
an end result of between 2 and 27 billion dollars per year 90.
Austrian economist Stephan Schulmeister, on the other hand,
estimates the revenues from a global FTT at a rate of 0.05% at
650 billion dollars 91, of which slightly more than 15% would have
to be dedicated to CF to finance the entire 100 billion dollars.
Once again, the estimates of the Advisory Group are extremely
prudent, and in reality the FTT has for some time been identified
as a source of finance that would be capable on its own of plugging the climate change finance deficit in developing countries 92.

90/ A. Gambini, Taxer les transactions financières internationales : état des
lieux théorique et politique, CNCD-11.11.11, November 2010, p. 30 and 31,
http://www.cncd.be/IMG/pdf/EtudeTTF_-_CNCD-11_11_11__2_-2.pdf
91/ Ibid., p. 19
92/ See the European Parliament resolution on the matter: European
Parliament resolution of 25 March 2010 on the effects of the global financial
and economic crisis on developing countries and on development
cooperation, http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=//EP//TEXT+TA+P7-TA-2010-0089+0+DOC+XML+V0//FR&language=FR;
paragraph 30 of the resolution “calls also for an international levy on financial
transactions to make the overall tax system more equitable and to generate
additional resources for financing development and global public goods,
including adaptation of developing countries to cope with and mitigate
climate change and its impact”, following the initiative of MEP Vincent
Peillon in favour of a “green Tobin tax”, http://www.vincent-peillon.fr/leparlement-europeen-se-prononce-en-faveur-de-la-taxe-tobin-verte-proposeepar-vincent-peillon-2/1121; see also J. Saldanha, The FTT for people and t
he planet. Financing climate justice, CIDSE, June 2011,
http://www.cidse.org/uploadedFiles/Publications/Publication_repository/
The%20FTT%20for%20people%20and%20the%20planet_CIDSE%20recom
mendations_final.pdf
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6/ conclusion

Deep in the throes of a global financial and economic crisis
sparked by the self-caused collapse of the banking and financial
markets in 2008, the world seems to be losing interest in climate
change.
Nevertheless, once cannot help but wonder whether there are
similarities between the unregulated speculative boom in the
banking and financial sectors and the rise of a global economic
model addicted to fossil energy, despite its impact on the climate
and the fact that it is non-renewable and therefore exhaustible.
In both cases, the long- and medium-term harmful effects on
everyone are well known, yet both trends continue in spite of this
due to the short-term interests of a small minority.

It is perfectly possible to mobilise these resources, for example,
by introducing a levy on the energy sector, by lightly taxing financial transactions or by auctioning GHG emissions permits.
The use of private capital, which is more than welcome for financing
the real economy of renewable energies and clean technologies
rather than speculative financial markets that are increasingly
unstable and stagnant, is by no means a magic wand that will enable developed countries to donate 10 dollars by disbursing only
one. In reality, leveraging produces much more modest results,
and needs to be subject to strict supervision if such investments
are to be effective.

According to the report on the economics of climate change prepared for the British government under the direction of economist
Nicholas Stern 93 in October 2006, the annual cost of climate
change-related damage, if no global political action is taken, could
reach the equivalent of between 5 and 20% of global GDP.
In this context, 100 billion dollars, or 0.13% of global GDP in
2010 94, and probably an even tinier percentage in 2020, in reality
represents a relatively derisory sum.
This sum is, however, crucial for financing projects to mitigate
emissions where they are likely to increase the most, and for enabling populations to adapt to the effects of climate change where
they will be the most severe.
We also know that it would be wrong to claim that public authorities would be unable to mobilise such a sum, since, over the
last three years, the European Union member states alone have
mobilised a total of 6,400 billion dollars (in guarantees, aid and
recapitalisations) to come to the rescue of the crisis-stricken
banking sector 95.

93/ Sir Nicholas Stern, Stern Review on the Economics of Climate Change,
October 2006, http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/+/http://www.hmtreasury.gov.uk/sternreview_index.htm
94/ Estimated at 74,540 billion dollars in 2010 at purchasing power parity,
CIA World Factbook, https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-worldfactbook/geos/xx.html
95/ Figures taken (following euro-dollar conversion) from the State of the
Union speech of the President of the European Commission, José Manuel
Barroso, 28 September 2011, http://ec.europa.eu/commission_20102014/president/pdf/speech_original.pdf
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